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Welcome to the winter edition of the Marine Science newsletter
As our new students sit their first exams and staff gear up for the second semester of
teaching, the festive winter period has provided the opportunity to reflect on all the
exciting science the academics and research staff are working on within Marine Science
at Plymouth. In this edition I have taken to opportunity to shine a light on just some this
research work.
We hope you enjoy this latest insight into the activities of the Plymouth University
Marine Science community.

Tim Scott						
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@MarineSciPlym			
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Front cover: Groomed long
range winter swells have been
hitting the north coast region
this season (photo: Tim Scott).
Contents page: Aerial view of
Sundays River in South Africa
during the residential field trip
this year (photo: Tim Scott).

MARINE SCIENCE DEGREE PROGRAMMES

...oceans of opportunity for marine students
The Marine Science group at Plymouth University comprises world-leading researchers addressing
a wide range of issues in the marine environment, including ocean mixing, marine renewable
energy, storm impacts, coastal erosion, ocean exploration, inshore fisheries management and
marine conservation. This provides an exciting academic environment for all our students with
opportunities for fascinating research dissertation topics.
We offer a range of thought-provoking and challenging courses at BSc and MSc level that address
all aspects of marine science, with a particular emphasis on application of scientific principles
to the study of natural systems. Our three three-year BSc programmes: Ocean Exploration
and Surveying, Oceanography and Coastal Processes, and Ocean Science and Marine
Conservation, run alongside a four-year MSci programme in Ocean Science. These programmes
deal with conventional topics such as oceanography and ocean exploration, but also address
current issues such as coastal processes and management, the impacts of climate change and
human interactions with the marine environment.
Our suite of Masters’ programmes (MSc Applied Marine Science, MSc Hydrography and MSc
Marine Renewable Energy) go from strength to strength with over 60 students this year, making
for a lively marine postgraduate community. This fits very nicely in Plymouth where the other
marine laboratories (including the Plymouth Marine Laboratory, the Marine Biological Association
and the Sir Alastair Hardy Foundation for Ocean Sciences) offer a range of excellent opportunities
for students to develop their skills and knowledge.

News

Dr Andy Manning, Lecturer in Coastal and Shelf Physical Oceanography says:
“We’ve enjoyed meeting our new applicants and their families at open days. So far
the sun has shone for us and shown Plymouth at its best. The boats are returning
from their annual maintenance and will be available for the next applicant days,
in between use for exciting undergraduate fieldwork, scientific dive training and
dissertation research. We wish all our sixth-form readers the best of luck with your
summer exams and hope to welcome you in September for your next adventure.”

Dr Sarah Bass, Marine Science Undergraduate Scheme Manager, added:
“As Britain’s Ocean City, Plymouth provides an unrivalled location for studying in
the marine sciences. Our brand new £4.85 million Marine Station, located right
on the shores of Plymouth Sound, provides the only waterfront campus of its
kind in the UK, housing laboratories, state-of-the art oceanographic equipment
and an academic diving centre. The University’s flagship oceanographic teaching
and research vessel, the Falcon Spirit, also operates from the Marine Station so students can take their
samples from the boat straight into the laboratory for analysis.”

Dr Gillian Glegg, Associate Head of School (Marine), said:
“This is an exciting time to be embarking on a career in marine sciences. While
there are many opportunities for new and growing industries in the marine
environment such as marine renewable energy and tourism, we also need to
ensure that adequate protection is given to the ecosystems on which we all
depend. Our programmes walk that tightrope providing our students with the
knowledge and skills necessary to support sustainable management of marine environments. We place
great emphasis on learning by doing and, in fact, a third of our modules are practically-based, using
Plymouth Sound and the outstanding southwest coast of England as a natural laboratory for many of
our field-based activities. We are also developing brilliant new residential field trips as you can see in the
Tweets from the Bahamas! .”
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News

UPSU MARINE SCIENCE SOCIETY
Founded in 2015, the UPSU Marine Science Society takes on the challenge of promoting the broad spectrum of marine and
atmospheric sciences, along with marine conservation, to the entire Plymouth University student body. Throughout the year the
society hosts a variety of events ranging from talks to trips, as well as partaking in events hosted by other marine and atmospheric
based organisations
For example, the society members have recently been involved in a beach cleans, like that organised by Rame Peninsula Beach
Care (see photos), and been trained up by Leoni Adams and the Capturing Our Coast South West team, to be COCoast citizen
scientists!
The society aims to promote a friendly and welcoming environment within the society. Whether you are currently studying a marine or atmospheric discipline, or if you
are keen to discover more about the marine environment we are always open to new members, the more people we have the more we can do, so please do come and
take a look at what we do, and feel free to get in touch with us if you want to know more.
e: marinescience.plymuni@outlook.com

t: @MarineSciSoc

f: https://www.facebook.com/MarineSciSoc/ w: http://www.upsu.com/societies/7817/

MARINE SCIENCE MOVES TO
NEW SCHOOL
School of Biological
and Marine Sciences
The Faculty of Science and Engineering has now restructured some
of its Schools and the staff and students from the School of Biological
Sciences and the Marine Science and Marine Biology groups of the
School of Marine Science and Engineering have now joined forces to
form the new School of Biological and Marine Sciences (SoBMS). The
restructure enables these closely-related subject areas to build on
shared strengths and opens up interesting possibilities for longer-term
future development. The change will have little, if any, noticeable dayto-day effect on student studies, but the Marine Science programmes
are now officially ‘located’ in the new School. This move will provide
great opportunities for us to develop more collaboration with, for
example, conservation biology and marine ecology

Society members out on Rame Peninsula beach clean

The team out in the sunshine supporting the
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Capturing Our Coast Project

Isles of Scilly & South Africa
During September, before the start of the new academic year, our Marine Science students joined
up with staff for one of two (soon to be three!) residential field trips. The field courses are designed
to provide an intensive and realistic professional work environment where the students put the skills
and knowledge acquired during their first two years of study to the test. With a vast array of researchgrade field equipment at their disposal, they plan, collect, process and analyse data to address specific
problems during their stay.

UNDERGRADUATE
Residential Field Courses
NEW!! Bahamas

Dr Simon Ingram and Dr Phil Hosegood went on a recce for a new Ocean Science
& Marine Conservation field trip to the Bahamas in January. It’s a tough job but
someone has to do it!

South Africa: beach, surf and estuarine projects are run at Sundays River, a national park near Port Elizabeth.

Isles of Scilly: habitat mapping, passive hydrophone, water sampling, CTD, sidescan and ROV surveys all fed into
the student-led projects in the Isles of Scilly this year .
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NERC BLUEcoast PROJECT
Coastal monitoring in full swing
STORM CHASERS ARE GO!
by Dr Tim Poate (coastal scientist at CMAR)
CMAR have been contracted to undertake two storm surveys for the University of
Liverpool over the current winter as part of the NERC funded BLUEcoast project in which
CPRG members at Plymouth are also involved.
On 17th November Dr Tim Poate led three staff members (Dr Kit Stokes, Dr Jak McCarroll
and Mr Aaron Barrett) and one PhD student (Oli Billson) to Camber Sands in East Sussex
to measure the impact of Storm Angus - the first named storm of the season. The beach
is characterised by a steeper upper gravel beach and a wide dissipative ridge and runnel
lower sandy profile. It is a very popular tourist destination in the summer and popular
year-round with beach-goers and kitesurfers.
A total of 14 self-logging wave sensors were buried flush with the beach in one
alongshore and one cross-shore array. Two current meters were mounted on frames
deployed at low water neaps and separated by 1.6 km alongshore. At the beach crest
two video cameras were erected 10 m above the beach surface and logged during
daylight hours when the tide was high. At each low tide nine cross-shore profile lines
were measured using RTK-GPS, to monitor the beaches morphological response to the
storm event.
Wave conditions peaked in the early hours of 20th November exceeding the annual
maximum for that site with wave height (Hs) = 5-6 m and wave period (Tp) = 12seconds.
The impact of the storm was most evident in the upper gravel where significant profile
flattening occured at the gravel intersection with the sand. The ridge runnel systems
showed some evidence of bar movement but overall the profile was very stable.
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Top left: Overview map
of Camber Sands site.
Right: camera tower and
pressure transducers
deployed to monitor storm
waves. Middle: Pressure
chart showing strom
Angus ‘channel rat’ flying
up the English Channel
(MagicSeaweed).

STORM DORIS

As we go to press, the CPRG team are
awaiting the imminent arrival of Storm
Doris! The Rapid Response Unit are in place
Further analysis of the wave records is still being done and results will be presented
at Perranporth to measure what is forecast
shortly. CMAR are also contracted to undertake similar work at Minsmere on the Suffolk
to be the most significant storm swell to hit
coastline and have been watching the forecasts closely to try and capture a similarly
the SW coast of England so far this winter.
significant event.
Current forecasts are predicting wave heights
to be >7m, as well as very long wave periods
(20 seconds), which means there will be a
lot of energy packed into the waves when
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they arrive. Keep your eye out on twitter (@
pu_cprg) to see how the team get on!
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Atlantic storminess affecting the coast of western Europe is strongly correlated to
the atmospheric pressure difference between the Canary Islands and Ireland.
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However, during the 2013/14 winter, when repeated storms battered Europe’s Atlantic coastline (and when
the UK was impacted by extensive river flooding), the value for the NAO was far from exceptional despite
that in terms of wave conditions this winter was the most energetic in almost seven decades.
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In a study accepted for publication in Geophysical Research Letters, a journal of the American Geophysical
Union, researchers used modelled wave and weather data to propose a new climate index, termed the
West Europe Pressure Anomaly (WEPA), based on the atmospheric pressure difference between the Canary
Islands and Ireland that significantly outscores NAO in explaining the winter wave variability along most
of the west coast of Europe. The research was conducted by coastal researchers from Plymouth University
and scientists from the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, l’Université de Bordeaux and l’Institut
Universitaire Européen de la Mer in Brest.
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The modes of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) have long been known to affect climate variability in the
Northern Hemisphere and, as a result, the wave climate arriving at the west coast of Europe, in particular
during winter. This climate index is computed based on the difference in atmospheric pressure between the
Azores High and Icelandic Low, and more energetic wave conditions are generally associated with a large
atmospheric pressure difference. The NAO is considered an extremely useful climate index, because it is
also related to precipitation and river flooding.
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A new climate index controlling wave activity along the Atlantic coast of Europe has been proposed by
coastal researchers from Plymouth University, in collaboration with colleagues from the French CNRS.
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A New Climate Index
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Left-hand panels: spatial correlation of the winter-averaged wave height (Hs; DJFM) against the
winter-averaged (a) NAO and (c) EA indices, and against (e) the new WEPA index computed as the
normalized sea level pressure (SLP) difference measured between station Valentia (Ireland) and station
Cruz de Tenerife (Canary Islands, Spain). Right-hand panels: time series of the corresponding indices
with superimposed normalized winter-averaged Hs simulated at the buoys SC (Scotland, black) and BI
(Biscay, grey) with corresponding correlation coefficient.

Gerd Masselink, Professor of Coastal Geomorphology at Plymouth University and the study’s lead author,
said: “WEPA is the most relevant index to explain storm wave variability, both spatially and temporally, along
the Atlantic coast of Europe. It is critical to our understanding of coastal hazards across western Europe,
including in the UK. Further testing should be carried out to assess the whether it is also correlated to other
climate factors and consequences, such as rainfall and river flooding.”
Dr Tim Scott, Lecturer in Ocean Exploration at Plymouth University, added: “The real value of climate indices
such as WEPA is that if climate modellers can predict how such indices may change in the future due to
climate change, we will have a means to indirectly assess the impact of climate change on storminess. Even
if we can predict the value of WEPA several months year ahead, this would already be of great use to coastal
managers and help them with preparing for the winter.”
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EVALUATING THE IMPACTS OF INTEGRATING
FISHERIES AND CONSERVATION MANAGEMENT
Dr Sarah Gall
Historically, the governance streams of fisheries and
conservation management have run separately to one
another, with little attempt at integration despite their
similar goals. Efforts at integration are increasing, however,
as a result of the ecosystem approach which promotes
sustainable use of resources, and due to the need to
overcome increasing pressures on our marine environment.
In the UK, steps have been taken towards integration,
with the creation of Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Authorities (IFCAs) under the Marine and Coastal Access Act
2009 marking a positive step forwards. The need for further
research into how (and if ) integration may be achieved was,
however, identified by Devon & Severn IFCA, and resulted in
a PhD studentship running from 2012-2016.
Sarah Gall was awarded the studentship and has spent
the last few years completing her research evaluating
the impacts of integrating fisheries and conservation
management, supervised by Dr Lynda Rodwell (Centre for
Marine and Coastal Policy Research), Dr Emma Sheehan
(Marine Institute), Professor Martin Attrill (Marine Institute)
and Tim Robbins (Chief Officer, D&SIFCA). Her research was
very interdisciplinary in nature, covering the ecological,
economic and social aspects of fisheries and conservation
management and focussing on how marine protected areas
(MPA) may be used as a management tool.
Sarah worked closely with local fishers in South Devon
using underwater video methods to quantify the impact
of pot fisheries on benthic rocky reef species. She showed
that potting may be compatible with the conservation
objectives of an MPA, depending on the level of impact and
what is deemed ‘acceptable’ by regulators. She also worked
with local stakeholders to evaluate the social acceptance

PhD RESEARCH
Fisheries Management

of MPAs, which stressed the importance of stakeholder
engagement and transparency in decision-making. Her
economic research evaluated the potential benefits of multiuse MPAs through quantification of change in quantity and
value of landings for potting fisheries, finding that landings
increased following MPA implementation.
Finally, she considered the effectiveness of ecosystem
based fisheries management from the perspective of local
stakeholders, which highlighted the potential role of comanagement and the value of the ecosystem approach and
emphasised the need for responsive, adaptive management.
Overall, Sarah’s thesis highlighted the strength of the
interdisciplinary approach, finding that whilst there
is evidence for successful integration seen through
designation of well-managed, multi-use MPAs, success
may be limited by fundamental differences in the goals
of fisheries and conservation management, but may be
increased by management which is reactive and adaptive.

Change in temperature across the eddy
measured by sensors on the towed
SeaSOAR. Blue represents the internal zone,
yellow boudary zone and red external zone.
Green plots show the locations of chl-a
samples, magenta nutrient samples.

Dr Sarah Gall preparing for her data collection

Camera traps monitoring activity associated with
deployment pots.
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Rip Current Types, Circulation and Hazard
Earth Science Reviews
In collaboration with research teams in Australia
and France, researchers from the Coastal Processes
Research Group here at Plymouth University have
been very busy over the last decade working on a
number of research projects aimed at improving
our understanding of rip currents and the hazards
they pose to beach users across a range of beach
environments worldwide. This body of research
has now been now sythesised into a new logical
conceptual framework for understanding the
full range of rip current types and their forcing
mechanisms.
Rip currents are narrow and concentrated seawarddirected currents that flow through the surf zone
to varying distances beyond. They occur on waveexposed coasts and each year they cause hundreds
of drowning deaths and tens of thousands of
rescues on beaches worldwide and are the leading
cause of fatality to recreational beach users.
The broad definition above masks considerable
natural variability in terms of rip current types and
behaviour, while more recent studies have also
shown that rip flow patterns can often consist of
rotating eddies circulating within the surf zone.
Building upon a growing body of rip current
literature involving numerical modelling and theory
together with emergence of dense Lagrangian
field measurements, the paper develops a robust
rip current type classification that provides a
relevant framework to understand the primary
morphological and hydrodynamic controls on rip
current behaviour.

RIP CURRENTS
A new framework

Three broad categories of rip current types
are defined based on the controlling forcing
mechanism. Each category is further divided into
two types corresponding to different physical
driving mechanisms for a total of six fundamentally
different rip current types: (1 & 2) hydrodynamicallycontrolled shear instability rips and flash rips,
which are transient in both time and space and
occur on alongshore-uniform beaches; (3 & 4)
bathymetrically-controlled channel rips and focused
rips, which occur at relatively fixed locations and are
driven by hydrodynamic processes forced by natural
variability in the beach and seabed shape; and (5 &
6) boundary-controlled deflection rips and shadow
rips, which flow against rigid lateral boundaries such
as natural headlands or anthropogenic structures.
For each rip current type, the flow response
to changes in waves, tides and beach shape is
examined in regard to changes in rip flow speed
and changes in circulation behaviour. The paper
also demonstrates that in the real world, rip currents
form through a mixture of driving mechanisms
and that the separate rip types defined really form
key components in a wide and complex spectrum
of rip currents on natural beaches. It is anticipated
that this rip current type classification will serve as
a resource for coastal scientists and non-specialists
with an interest in the rip current hazard and
improving rip current education and awareness. 		
				
To read more, find the open access paper in Earth
Science Reviews at: http://www.sciencedirect.com/
science/article/pii/S0012825216303117
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Paul Aldersley

GRADUATE PROFILE
Ocean Exploration

BSc Ocean Exporation graduate
I graduated from my Ocean Exploration BSc at a challenging time for the offshore
hydrographic industry with low oil prices resulting in many redundancies and
few job opportunities for newly qualified hydrographers. However, there is much
more to the sector than simply working offshore and, relatively close to my home
in Plymouth, is the United Kingdom Hydrographic Office (UKHO) in Taunton.
I was able to secure a post with them and started work in August 2016 soon after
I graduated. I quickly found a significant number of Plymouth University (PU) MSc
and BSc graduates also work there. Indeed in my immediate team of 10 people,
6 are PU graduates. New arrivals at UKHO are assigned to different departments
and I was lucky enough to be assigned to the Bathymetric Assessment Team. Our
main tasks are to: 1) validate data from bathymetric surveys which are completed
on behalf of the UKHO; 2) clean and verify data from surveys (Bathy & Lidar)
completed by the UKHO; 3) consider and recommend areas of high sediment
movement with respect to regularity and area of survey (this is known as the
routine resurvey programme and one of my reports can be seen here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/578472/2015_GS4_Goodwin_Sands.pdf ); and 4) take part in our own surveys
(In 2016 UKHO surveys were completed in St Vincent and Grenada).
I have really enjoyed the role at UKHO so far as it has involved taking much of
the learning from the degree course and using it in the real world. There is also
good opportunity for progression and, after 4 months, I applied for and achieved
a temporary promotion which I hope is to be made permanent. I was sponsored
by the UKHO to attend the Hydro 16 conference in Rostock in Germany and hope
to be working in the Caribbean or the Pacific later in 2017 as a part of the UKHO’s
CME survey programme.
Above: Paul is a keen diver and underwater
photographer. Below: Dr Tim Scott working with
Paul on his undergraduate disseration, assessing
UAV photogrammetric survey accuracies at
Perranporth beach in Cornwall.

Example bathymetry from re-survey report of Goodwin Sands
that Paul was involved in (UK Hydrographic Office).
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CMAR GOES FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH
by Dr Kit Stokes (lead coastal scientist at CMAR)
The Coastal Marine Applied Research (CMAR) consultancy
group, the consultancy arm of the Coastal Processes
Research Group (CPRG), have had a busy winter so far. Their
projects in the last few months have ranged from beach
hazard assessments, to storm-response surveys, and have
seen members of the CMAR team visiting the east coast of
England, the Isle of Wight, and western Ireland.
One of CMAR’s unique selling points is their ability to
conduct niche in-situ field data collection, using techniques
and instrumentation that have been developed for research
projects by CPRG over the last few decades. Their ability to
do this, and often with the need to mobilise on a stormresponse time scale of less than 48 hours, gives them
a unique area of expertise in the consultancy world - a
niche that they are actively promoting to bigger coastal
consultancies who often do not have capacity for such work.
This has brought in a number of interesting contracts, and
has initiated some good relationships between CMAR and
some of the bigger players in the consulting world, such as
Royal Haskoning DHV.

on existing expertise developed by CPRG. In September,
Dr Daniel Conley and Dr Kit Stokes visited the west coast
of Ireland to kick-off a wave energy site coastal processes
impact assessment. In December a larger team were
mobilised at short notice to record the impacts of storm
Angus at Camber Sands beach (details of which are also in
this month’s newsletter). Projects are continuing to come
in, including: contribution to a beach management plan at
Slapton Sands using CPRG’s > 10 yr data set of monitoring at
the site, a assessment for potential wave energy converter
sites in remote regions of the world, and validation of a new
inshore wave model being developed by the MetOffice
against CPRG’s archive of breaking wave measurements. All
together CMAR are now experiencing their busiest period
since the consultancy group opened for business in October
2015.
Follow us on Twitter @pu_cmar or check out their website
for more information www.plymouth.ac.uk/research/cmar

One such project involved the collection of GPS Lagrangian
drifter data, to explore the influence of wave, wind and tidally
driven currents around Ventnor Harbour in the Isle of White.
The GPS drifters are buoyant and were originally developed
to mimic bathers caught in rip currents by CPRG. The drifters
were deployed from RV CoDy, an inshore research vessel, by
Dr Tim Poate, an Dr Kit Stokes, while PhD student Oli Billson
logged deployment details from land. The augmented GPS
drifters provided positions with a horizontal accuracy of
approx. 0.5 m, logged at 1 sec intervals. The 64 drifter tracks
recorded over a single tidal cycle showed clear flow patterns,
strongly influenced by tidal flows in the channel.
CMAR’s other recent consultancy projects have also called

CMAR
Coastal Consultancy

RV CoDy and GPS drifter units ready for deployment

Change in temperature across the eddy
measured by sensors on the towed
SeaSOAR. Blue represents the internal zone,
yellow boudary zone and red external zone.
Green plots show the locations of chl-a
samples, magenta nutrient samples.

Dr Kit Stokes collecting drifter units aboard RV CoDy

Sediment sampling in Ireland. Within a 35 km stretch of coast we
found fine mud, coarse sand, and gravel barriers.
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Top tweets
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